SERIES
4843

LCXAN GLAZING
1 1/2" X 2" X .125"
AL. TUBE BEYOND
1/16" GLAZING TAPE
.062" AL. ANGLE
AL. RIVETS @ 6" O.C. MAX.
FACTORY WET SEAL

AL. RIVETS @
12" O.C. MAX.
CUSTOM .062" AL.
PERIMETER CAP
WEEP HOLES

FIELD FASTENERS TYP. N.B.C.
CURB TAPE OR SEAL
AS REQ., TYP. N.B.C.
CURB/FRAMING N.B.C.
CURB FLASHING AS
REQ. N.B.C.

GENERIC GLAZING DETAILS.
ACTUAL DESIGN AND MAKE-UP VARY AS REQUIRED.

Barrel Vault Sill

NAAM certified and rated by NFRC for thermal performance; and certified in accordance to the NAFS Standard
[AAMA/WDMA/CSA 101/LS2/A4410] for air infiltration, water penetration and structural loading – as required by
the IBC; commonly referred to as ‘AAMA Testing.’